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)is paper establishes a distributed multistatic sky-wave over-the-horizon radar (DMOTHR) model and proposes a semidefinite
relaxation positioning (SDP) algorithm to locate marine ship targets. In the DMOTHR, it is difficult to locate the target due to the
complexity of the signal path propagation. )erefore, this paper uses the ionosphere as the reflector to convert the propagation
path from a polyline to a straight line for establishing the model, and then the SDP algorithm will be used to transform a highly
nonlinear positioning optimization problem into a convex optimization problem. Finally, it is concluded through the simulations
that the SDP algorithm can obtain better positioning accuracy under a certain Doppler frequency error and ionospheric
measurement error.

1. Introduction

In the DMOTHR, OTHR can usually cover surveillance
areas outside the range of conventional line-of-sight radars
due to the refraction and reflection of radio waves by the
ionosphere [1, 2], so it can effectively monitor low-altitude
flying objects and marine ship targets [3]. However, the
propagation of sky-wave signals in the ionosphere will
generate multipath signals [4], which pose a challenge to
achieve target positioning. )e positioning performance of
the DMOTHR is related to the ionospheric state. )e
current models describing the ionospheric state are usually
divided into the following three models: the multi-quasi-
parabolic model (MQP), the Chapman ionospheric model,
and the international reference ionosphere (IRI) model. At
present, the MQP model is the most widely used in the
DMOTHR [5], so the MQP model is used to describe the
propagation path of the signal through the ionosphere in
this paper.

Basically, conventional multistatic line-of-sight radars
can adopt many methods for target positioning, such as
time difference of arrival (TDOA), frequency difference of
arrival (FDOA), and gain ratios of arrival (GROA) [6–10],

but it is not easy to achieve accurate target positioning by
these methods because of the complexity of the signal
propagation path in the OTHR. )ere are only few studies
on the target positioning of the OTHR. )rough the
multipath propagation of the OTHR signal and the two-
dimensional (2D) array structure, the joint estimation of
the target position and height is solved [4], but this paper is
only applicable to the 2D situation, and the target position
in the actual geodetic coordinates cannot be estimated. )e
hill climbing algorithm based on the weighted least square
method is used to locate the target of the OTHR [5]. )is
paper enriches the positioning method of the OTHR to a
certain extent, but it only uses the time of arrival (TOA) for
positioning; there may be a large error in positioning ac-
curacy. In [11], the estimated multicomponent Doppler
feature is used to track the instantaneous height of the
maneuvering target. In the DMOTHR, this method can
only get the instantaneous height of the target in the air, but
not the precise position of the target. In this article, it can
locate the marine target based on the Doppler frequency in
the DMOTHR.

)e errors caused by the positioning of the measurement
parameters will also affect the positioning accuracy in many
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cases. It is necessary to reduce the impact of such errors. A
positioning method is proposed to reduce the estimation
error by considering the position error of the receiver [12].
Under certain mild conditions, it can be close to the CRLB of
the far-field source. Target positioning is carried out by using
the TDOA ofmultiple incompatible sources and the position
of the observation station, and the hypothetical source
position is introduced to establish a closed model, which can
realize that the measurement noise error and the position
error of the observation station are small enough, and the
condition of the CRLB can also be achieved [13].

Herein, the positioning optimization problem based on
Doppler frequency is obtained by establishing the signal
model of OTHR in this paper. On the one hand, the general
positioning optimization algorithms can only get the local
optimal solution [14, 15], and it is difficult to get the global
optimal solution. In this article, the SDP algorithm is used,
and the local optimal solution it obtained is the global
optimal solution [16]. On the other hand, most of the
Doppler frequency positioning algorithms can only use the
grid search method in the existing literature [16], which
inevitably brings about the problem of a large amount of
calculation. )e use of the SDP algorithm can solve the
divergence problem and avoid a large amount of calculation
[17–21]. )erefore, this paper uses the SDP algorithm to
convert the highly nonlinear positioning optimization
problem into a convex optimization problem and solve it.
Within a certain measurement error range, it is concluded
that the SDP algorithm has better positioning accuracy.

2. Signal Model

In the DMOTHR, M1 moving transmitters, M2 moving
receivers, and a stationary ship target are distributed in this
paper. )e moving trajectory and moving speed of the
stations are known. )e transmitting stations both transmit
and receive signals. After the transmitting stations transmit
the signal, the receiving stations start to observe the target
signal at regular intervals. In order to simplify the signal
propagation path, this paper uses an equivalent diagram to
represent the path propagation. Using the ionosphere as the
reflecting surface, the transmitting stations and the receiving
stations are mirrored to produce virtual stations, and the
propagation path of the signal is shown in Figure 1.

)ere are L � M1 + M2 moving receiving stations (be-
cause the transmitter transmits and receives signals, the
transmitter can be regarded as a receiver when processing
the received signal) and a stationary target. After a short time
interval, each receiving station receives the target signal
once. It is assumed that each receiving station receives N
target signal measurements, so a total of M � LN Doppler
measurements can be obtained.)en, the Doppler frequency
measurement value can be expressed as

fd �
fc

c
·
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i
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+ εi, i � 1, . . . , M, (1)

where the target position is uo
BLH, a

blh
i (the position latitude

and longitude of the virtual station are the same as the real

station, and the altitude is twice the height of the ionosphere)
is the coordinates of the virtual observatory, the speed of the
virtual observatory is vblh

i (the virtual station has the same
speed as the real station), the original carrier frequency of the
signal is fc, c is the signal propagation rate, and εi is the
measurement error.

Let fi ≜ cfd/fc and ni � cεi/fc, so the normalized
Doppler frequency fi is
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where ni is the measurement noise. Next, n � [n1, . . . , nM]

can be obtained by combining all the measured noises into a
Gaussian random variable n with zero mean; then, Qd �

E[nnT] is the covariance matrix. Similarly, if the Doppler
frequency measurement values are also combined into a
vector f � [f1, . . . , fM]T, the conditional probability den-
sity function of the vector relative to the target position can
be expressed as
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)en, theML estimate of the target position u can also be
obtained as

min
u

f − fo
(u)( 

TQ− 1
d f − fo

(u)( . (5)

According to equation (3), the FIM matrix of u can be
obtained.
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(7)

)en, CRLB(u) of the target location is

CRLB(u) � FIM− 1
u . (8)

Observation shows that fo
i (u) and u are a highly

nonlinear relationship, which is difficult to solve directly.
Next, the SDP algorithm is proposed to solve this optimi-
zation problem.
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3. Semidefinite Relaxation Positioning
(SDP) Algorithm

Suppose the target location is uBLH � [Bu, Lu, Hu]T (B is the
geodetic longitude, L is the geodetic latitude, and H is the
altitude) and the signal station is ablh

i � [Bi, Li, Hi]
T; then, it

can convert the WGS-84 geodetic coordinate system into a
rectangular coordinate system.

X � (N + H)cos(BR)cos(LR),

Y � (N + H)cos(BR)sin(LR),

Z � N 1 − e
2

  + H sin(BR),

(9)

where the radius of Earth is R ≈ 6370 km, Earth’s major and
minor axes are a � 6378.160 km and b � 6356.775 km, e �����������

(a2 − b2)/a2


is the first eccentricity of Earth,
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2
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 .

(10)

)en, the left and right sides of equation (2) are si-
multaneously multiplied by ‖uXYZ − axyz

i ‖ to get

fi uXYZ − axyz
i

����
���� � vxyz

i( 
TuXYZ − di + kini, i � 1, . . . , M,

(11)

where di � (vxyz

i )Taxyz

i and ki � ‖uXYZ − axyz

i ‖.
According to equation (11), the variable m � [uT

XYZ,

‖uXYZ − axyz
1 ‖, . . . , ‖uXYZ − axyz

M ‖]T can be defined; then,
equation (11) can be expressed as

Nm − d � Kn, (12)

where

N � N1,N2 ,

N1 � − vxyz
1 , − vxyz

2 , . . . , − vxyz

M ,

N2 � diag f1, f2, . . . , fM ,

d � − d1, − d2, . . . , − dM ,

K � diag k1, k2, . . . , kM .

(13)

Adding m as an optimization variable to equation (5),
the original target position estimation problem becomes to
minimize the following cost function:

Target
Transmitting 

station

Receiving station
Ionosphere

Virtual path

Real path

Virtual Transmitting station

Virtual receiving station

A B

A, B:Reflection point

Figure 1: )e propagation path of the signal.
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where Q � KQdKT is the optimal weighting matrix and n is
the coordinate dimension.

)en, a new matrix M � mmT is defined, and it will be
added as an optimization condition to the optimization
problem.

And according to Cauchy’s inequality,
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In addition, M � mmT will be relaxed into two con-
straints [22].
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M m

mT 1
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(16)

Among them, only rank(M) � 1 is a nonconvex con-
straint; then, the constraint can be omitted [6], so a convex
SDP problem can be obtained.
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(17)

)e optimal solution m, uXYZ, M  is obtained by
solving equation (17). Observation shows that the final
position estimate of the target is included in both uXYZ

and M(1: n), the rank-one approximation method can be
used to decompose M(1: n), and the final estimated po-
sition uXYZ can be obtained by combining the two
information.

Finally, the target position uXYZ can be converted into
the geodetic coordinate system.
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)en, the target final position coordinates are
uBLH � [Bu, Lu, Hu]T, but in this paper, the ship’s goal is
considered, Hu � 0 (Algorithm 1).

4. Simulation Results

In this paper, there are four transmitting stations and four
receivers (the first four are transmitting stations and the last
four are receiving stations). )e geodetic coordinates and
velocities of all stations are
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(19)

and uBLH � [35.41°E, 121.51°N, 0] is the initial target co-
ordinate. Since the detection range of the DMOTHR can
reach 800 km–2000 km [3], this paper sets the minimum
distance between the target and the stations as 850 km and
the maximum distance as 1500 km. Since the project is still
in the early stage of research, the actual transceiver station
site has not been determined, and the transceiver station
sites used in this article are all simulated data.

)is paper compares the positioning performance of the
proposed SDP algorithm with the two-step weighted least
squares (2WLS) algorithm [23]. In the simulation, all re-
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ceiving stations perform Doppler frequency measurement
every 5 s, and a total of 10 measurements are performed;
then, the SDP algorithm in this paper is used to locate the
target. Since there may also be errors in the process of
measuring the height of the ionosphere [24], this paper will
simulate in three cases: based on the Doppler frequency
measurement error, based on the ionospheric height mea-
surement error, and based on Doppler frequency and ion-
ospheric height measurement error.

Figure 2 shows the simulation of positioning accuracy
based on Doppler frequency error. It is assumed that each
Doppler frequency measurement error ni is an independent

and uniformly distributed Gaussian variable, and the vari-
ance is σ2; then, the covariance matrix is Qd � σ2I. It can be
seen from Figure 2 that the positioning accuracy of the
2WLS algorithm and the SDP algorithm is almost the same
in the error range of 0–0.6Hz, but as the error becomes
larger and larger, the positioning performance of the SDP
algorithm is much better than that of the 2WLS algorithm.
Moreover, SDP algorithm can basically reach the CRLB
within the range of 0–2Hz of Doppler frequency mea-
surement error.

Figure 3 shows the simulation of positioning accuracy
based on the ionospheric reflection height error. It can be

Input: the position ablh
i , the speed vblh

i of the transceiver station, and the initial position uo
BLH.

Output: the target final position coordinates are uBLH � [Bu, Lu, Hu]T.
(1) Convert the WGS-84 geodetic coordinate system into a rectangular coordinate system.
(2) Get the Doppler frequency f.
(3) Deform and simplify equation (2) to get optimization problem (12).
(4) Use the SDPT3 method to get m, uXYZ, M .
(5) If rand( M(1: n)) � 1
(6) uXYZ � uXYZ.
(7) else
(8) decompose M(1: n)⇒ uXYZ

(9) if F(uXYZ)<F(uXYZ)

(10) uXYZ � uXYZ

(11) else
(12) uXYZ � uXYZ

(13) end if
(14) end if
(15) Coordinate conversion uXYZ⇒ uBLH

(16) Hu � 0
(17) )e target final position coordinates are uBLH � [Bu, Lu, 0]T.

ALGORITHM 1: )e pseudo-code of the algorithm is to get the target position uBLH � [Bu, Lu, Hu]T.
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Figure 2: )e relationship between Doppler frequency error and positioning accuracy. )e height of the reflected ionosphere
of the observation station is Ha1 � 90 km, Ha2 � 92 km, Ha3 � 95 km, Ha4 � 105 km, Ha5 � 100 km, Ha6 � 102 km, Ha7 � 104 km,

andHa8 � 110 km.
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seen from Figure 3 that the positioning accuracy of the two
algorithms is equivalent within the error range of 0–4 km,
but as the error increases, the positioning accuracy per-
formance of the SDP algorithm is much better than that of
the 2WLS algorithm, and the increase of the 2WLS algo-
rithm is an exponential function.

Figure 4 shows a simulation of positioning accuracy
based on both Doppler frequency error and ionospheric
height error. )e conclusion from Figure 4 is that the po-
sitioning accuracy of the error range of the ionosphere
height of 1 km is better than that of 3 km and 5 km under the
condition of a certain Doppler frequency error, whichmeans
that the lower the reflection point of the ionosphere, the
better the positioning accuracy; on the contrary, when the
ionospheric height error is constant, the positioning accu-
racy will become worse as the Doppler frequency error
increases. In general, the positioning accuracy of the SDP
algorithm is better than that of the 2WLS algorithm re-
gardless of the Doppler frequency error or the ionospheric
height error.

5. Conclusion

)is paper studies the positioning of ships on the sea by a
DMOTHR system. Based on the Doppler frequency mea-
surement error and the ionospheric height measurement
error, the SDP algorithm is used for the highly nonlinear
positioning optimization problem. )e result of better po-
sitioning performance compared with 2WLS algorithm is
obtained, and the SDP algorithm enriches the positioning
algorithm of the OTHR to a certain extent, but this paper
only studies the single-target problem; it will be extended to
the multitarget positioning optimization problem in the
future.
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